horoscope
February

As Stars foretell :- By Pt. Ashok K. Tewari

ARIES: Mar 20th - Apr 19th
Charged mentally, you will
remain energetic from the
very beginning. End of the
month starts with romance.
Use caution when driving. It
is time to get your act together
and get to work. You are being
pulled in different directions between matters of
self, health or work. You may also be toying with
the idea of a new look for the ofce. You may
nd time to give yourself a ‘break’ and go on a
short trip indulging in some game or the other or
may even while away your time doing nothing.
Do not get disappointed in case the program is
cancelled.
TAURUS: Apr 20th - May 20th
Changes are taking place
towards betterment. You may
plunge in with a bang. Loose
ends of planning have to be
tied. Shake off the tendency
to take a break lest your
mechanism get rusty. Health
is good. Your sweetheart needs much more
attention. Tackle your children tactfully. Avoid
being overambitious. Use soothing and sweet
language.
GEMINI: May 21st - Jun 20th
Considerable energy and time
will be spent on planning.
Your productive time will
be spent on coordinating
difcult urgent tasks.
Eventually you shall be
able to manage smoothly,
shining on the personal front. Household matters
will be expertly handled as you take reins of
responsibility in your hands.
It is time to tend to spiritual or religious matters.
Property issues may disturb you. Money from an
unexpected source is likely to raise your spirits.
Returns from investments will be encouraging.
No time for romance. Keep yourself t by
regular walks and exercises.
CANCER : Jun 21st - Jul 22nd
This period nds you to
be receptive and dynamic.
You may enter into a new
partnership. Need to keep
yourself in good shape. If
romantically thinking about
someone, be aware that his/
her feelings are genuine. In the matters of nance
in general and bank balance in specic, you
may nd lots of money owing towards various
directions which could be EMI/repayment of
loans, legal charges or medical bills on account
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of elderly family members. have condence in
the divine scheme of things and soon you shall
tide over these temporary challenges.
LEO: Jul 23rd - Aug 22nd
You are likely to accomplish
all that you set out to achieve
this year. nd balance in your
own life. Seeker in you is
ready to align with higher
levels of awareness.
Your heart is in the right place
and energy is directed in the right direction. In
the process you are moving towards your own
inner transformation and developing excellent
skills which you will use to better your life.
As you help others, you nd balance in your
own life and, as a result, achieve prosperity and
success in all areas of your life.
VIRGO: Aug 23rd - Sep 22nd
Avoid tendencies to skip your
work. This month you seem
to be too involved in romantic
fantasies. You are likely to
be inundated with a lot of
fresh ideas. Do not lose them.
Think with your mind and
not heart. You need to maintain your cool in the
face of trying circumstances. Professional and
personal concerns will need your attention, and
any impatience or carelessness on your part can
prove to be costly. It is best to avoid litigation
and controversies as far as possible as some sort
of embarrassment along these lines is foreseen.
LIBRA: Sep 23rd - Oct 22nd
Display of slightly better
picture. Hurdles are beginning
to dissolve away. An
inuential friend is getting
drawn into your family,
may seriously work on
going abroad. Resolve inner
conict. You may even buy a new vehicle. All
kinds of money-related matters will continue to
absorb your attention and make you work in this
direction.
SCORPIO : Oct 23rd - Nov 21st
You seem to be moving
in some new directions.
Adopt tact and diplomacy.
Hard work leaves to high
performance. Overall things
will move in the right
directions.
Life at home is great and vibrant. You have
excellent relations with all the members of the
family, giving and taking love, care, affection
and understanding.
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SAGITTARIUS : Nov 22nd - Dec 21st
Constantly exploring both
within and without, looking
out for a shift of job, well
rewarded with gains which
are the direct result of
self efforts, you must also
remember to pay attention to
your love life. More than the physical problems,
the emotional factors, if not checked, may
wreck havoc on your health. Take care through
meditation, stress management and relaxation
exercises.
CAPRICORN : Dec 22nd - Jan 19th
You will shine brightly in all spheres of life as
you move towards the path of
prayer, religion and spirituality,
brightening both home and
work place. Do not neglect
your health. Disposal of an
immovable asset or inherited
property can give you surplus
funds this year. You should take care to park it in
safe ventures and not just squander it away.
AQUARIUS : Jan 20th - Feb 18th
There is a lot of activity seen for this month, in
the world of friends and group activities. You
will take the initiative with
all the matters of earning
and expenses. If you want
to spend, earn rst. Be
exible and polite. Listen to
everybody when handling
family property. Extremely
magnetic, the opposite sex is appreciating your
unique and straightforward style. The creative
and dynamic energy around you is hard to
resist or ignore. There shall be improvement in
nancial position.
PISCES : Feb 19th - Mar 19th
You are kind, sympathetic and concerned about
people. You have tender love
for every living creature and
overowing understanding for
all. You are imaginative, poetic
and even psychic. You love
beauty and are a dreamer. You
are creative and artistic. Like
water you are uid, nebulous and inconsistent.
Also you may be too soft, too compassionate,
and give in to unreasonable request and
unjustiable demands.
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